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A Abstract

Monitoring, analysis, and interpretation (MAI) tasks constitute central elements of many
important applications, including plan execution sentinels, battlefield situation aware-
ness, and intelligence analysis. These tasks vary in scope from narrow process-control
monitoring, which require attending only to a fixed set of observable conditions, to na-
tional security intelligence analysis, which must attend to a broad range of observations,
information, and actionable conditions that cannot be enumerated beforehand.

Although commercial knowledge-based system (KBS) technology has proven success-
ful for the narrower process-control tasks, current technology does not support very well
the broader, open-ended monitoring and interpretation processes. New information reg-
ularly leads analysts to attend to new classes of information and new potential threats,
but current KBS technology depends on small groups of system developers hand-crafting
carefully circumscribed knowledge bases, and does not permit distributed communities
of users, even those highly knowledgable in the domain, to exploit separately-developed
large-scale knowledge bases or to add new analysis knowledge and methods to these
knowledge bases in many small increments.

We propose to develop tools that, in the hands of system developers, will enable rapid
construction of knowledge-based MAI systems, and in the hands of communities of users,
will enable ready extension of such systems to cover new knowledge and methods. We
will build on existing and under-development tools for rapid, distributed (web-mediated)
construction of ontologies and knowledge bases.

• We will design representations and procedures for describing and recognizing con-
ditions, trends, and patterns of causality, including but not limited to those needed
for the challenge problem evaluations. The representations will combine logical,
probabilistic, plausible, temporal, and causal patterns in a coherent manner, and
will build on our established work on temporal and logical dependencies, probabilis-
tic causal models, and trend templates. The procedures, organized into a library,
will go far beyond the CommonKADS library [1], which at present provides only a
few, and extremely limited, procedures for these tasks.

• We will develop web-mediated tools that permit the human analyst to construct
representations of new conditions, trends, patterns, and monitoring procedures in
terms natural to the analyst, and that then automatically integrate these represen-
tations into the libraries of representations and procedures. These tools will employ
open interface techologies, such as CORBA, and will be integrated with ontology
and knowledge-base development tools, such as the ISI Ontosaurus system.

Using the proposed tools, human analysts will be able, in a matter of minutes, to extend
the monitoring system with elements that seek out new classes of complex events and
that communicate such events to the appropriate consumers (human or machine).
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B Innovative claims

Monitoring, analysis, and interpretation (MAI) tasks play important roles in most (and
dominant roles in many) applications, but effective tools for constructing knowledge-
based systems (KBSs) exist only for the narrowest instances, such as process-monitoring
and sensor-fusion problems, such as autopilots or intensive care unit (ICU) monitoring
systems. Though effective, these tools presuppose carefully circumscribed tasks, for
example, a fixed set of sensors and control signals and a fixed range of user commands or
queries, and require laborious hand-crafting by close-knit groups of KBS developers. The
demand for limited scope of knowledge renders these tools inapplicable to the broader,
open-ended tasks arising in battlefield situation awareness, intelligence analysis, and even
in realistic plan execution sentinels. The focused, labor-intensive construction methods
render these tools too expensive to use on many problems to which they apply. The labor
needed to construct a second system of a given type is almost as great as that needed to
construct the first one, as current tools do not facilitate much sharing of knowledge across
applications. The tools also make it difficult for a distributed collection of application
experts to collaborate in constructing the knowledge incrementally, forcing construction
efforts to rely on dedicated expert attention that remove the subject experts from active
practice for substantial periods.

We propose to develop MAITA—the Monitoring, Analysis, and Interpretation Tool
Arsenal—a collection of representations, method libraries, and distributed, collabora-
tive tools to provide effective support to both narrow and broad MAI tasks. The key
contributions are as follows:

Representations tailored to MAI knowledge: To be truly effective, the language
and representations for monitoring, analysis, and interpretation must be developed in
their own right, independently of specific knowledge representation systems, but with
careful attention paid to identifying terms the human analysts find natural. The language
and representations must facilitate description of logical and probabilistic relationships,
plausible arguments, causal chains and networks, and temporal constraints. No current
knowledge representation system integrates all these elements in a form appropriate to
the task here, though the the trend template approach developed at MIT by Haimowitz
and Kohane [18, 17, 28, 22, 14] provides many important elements. We will develop
a fundamental revision of that approach that incorporates all the necessary types of
knowledge and provides a suitable basis for a recognition system of general applicability.

Libraries of tailored methods for MAI tasks: Rapid construction of new MAI
applications requires a well-stocked library of proven methods for all but the most es-
oteric variants of the applications. Such libraries do not exist at present. Commercial
tools provide programming languages instead of method libraries, and even the otherwise
admirable CommonKADS library of expertise modelling [1] gives monitoring and inter-
pretation tasks short shrift, focussing attention on diagnostic and evaluative situations
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in which the analyst has a complete model of normal and abnormal behaviors (e.g., an
electronic circuit diagram, or a characterization of types of fraudulent loan applications)
and a complete aggregated descriptions of a behavior in question (e.g., sample measure-
ments of the voltages and currents in the circuit, or a completed loan application). These
models apply poorly, if at all, to broader analysis tasks, in which the first problem is sim-
ply identifying whether some isolated data or event should be ignored as insignificant or
should be considered part of a larger pattern of possible significance.

Exploiting broad knowledge bases and method libraries: Tools to aid in con-
struction of MAI knowledge and methods both permit natural expression of such knowl-
edge and methods and provide corresponding access to existing libraries of ontologies,
knowledge and methods. The tools should handle them mechanics of translating between
the various forms of library knowledge and procedures and the representations natural
to MAI tasks.

Exploiting distributed, collaborative expert and user contributions: Effective
monitoring support will speed construction of monitoring systems by permitting humans
expert at these tasks to provide many of the needed extensions themselves, without the
aid of KBS system developers. In particular, users are well-positioned to identify areas in
which existing KBs require extensions. Providing them with an entry point by which to
add new specialized knowledge themselves (or to suggest new knowledge for formalization
and integration by KB maintainers) serves to reduce the start-up system development
costs and to simplify the evolution and maintenance of the system, as well as providing
analysts with a tool to enhance their own effectiveness.

Tools to make these things convenient: Web-based technologies offer significant
advantages in delivering services such as these to distributed user communities. They also
form the delivery medium of KBS technologies under development, such as Stanford’s
Ontolingua and ISI’s Ontosaurus systems. We will develop web-mediated tools that
interoperate with and extend such existing systems.

Ensuring generality through sample applications: We will seek to ensure the
generality, utility, and comprehensiveness of our representations, method libraries, and
tools through integral development and testing on target applications both military and
nonmilitary (e.g., battlefield situation assessment, intelligence analysis, logistic plan ex-
ecution monitoring, epidemiology, medical diagnosis and therapy monitoring, general
health maintenance monitoring).
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C Technical rationale

Monitoring tasks constitute central elements of many important applications, both mil-
itary (e.g., logistic plan execution, battlefield awareness, information warfare detection)
and nonmilitary (e.g., job-shop plan execution, medical diagnosis, and epidemiology).

The difficulty of these tasks depends in part on the scope of the monitoring in-
volved. Some process-control monitoring, for example, can be carefully circumscribed to
require attending only to a fixed set of observable conditions, such as aircraft autopi-
lots and intensive-care unit (ICU) alarm and patient-stabilization systems. At the other
extreme, national security intelligence analysis and general medical diagnosis and health-
maintenance monitoring must attend to a broad range of observations, information, and
actionable conditions that cannot be enumerated beforehand, both because there are too
many, and because not all are known (e.g., new terrorist groups may form, new technolo-
gies may provide new forms of attack, changing occupations may lead to new syndromes,
and new diseases may arise). The first problem in the broader monitoring problems is
simply determining whether there is in fact an interesting condition, not the (poten-
tially simpler) problem of choosing how to address the condition. The scope of many
important monitoring tasks, notably those involving plan execution, fall between these
two extremes. The plans provide a focus and structure to the monitoring task, as they
make obvious some natural conditions requiring attention (e.g., congestion at airports,
achievement of mission tasks), but they do not fully circumscribe what needs looking
after since indirectly related events may affect the plan operations (e.g., a sectarian riot
may form suddenly and block traffic).

Monitoring tasks of any scope may benefit from a knowledge-based approach, but
the benefits of this approach and the needs for further progress show up most clearly
in the broader scope tasks. To see problems before they become imminent requires
interpreting a broad stream of data to recognize many different patterns of facts which,
in themselves, are only distantly related to the threat of interest through a tangled skein
of causes and implications. Lists of indicators and warnings, currently used by analysts,
include items both directly and indirectly relevant to the conditions of interest, but are
very limited in the sorts of patterns they can detect, since the primary evaluation of such
lists is simply to count the number of items which obtain. Improving the effectiveness of
such techniques requires the ability to specify different ways the condition might arise,
including both particular causes and general patterns of causes, and the ability to easily
add new patterns of causes as they occur to the analyst. This ability in turn requires
formalization of a broad range of knowledge about the world and means for specifying
patterns of causation and interpretation.

Current knowledge-based system (KBS) technology does not support the broader
monitoring and interpretation processes very well. It does not provide the broad bodies
of formalized knowledge needed to interpret and correlate data automatically. It also
does not provide tools to help human analysts cope with the open-ended nature of the
intelligence task. New information regularly leads analysts to attend to new classes of
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information and new potential threats, but current KBS technology depend on hand-
crafting of representations and reasoning by system developers, and cannot be extended
by users, even those highly knowledgable in the domain.

We propose to develop methods for rapid construction and easy extension of automatic
monitoring systems and the interpretational knowledge and procedures underlying them.
These methods will give human analysts the ability to examine, refer to, tailor, and extend
knowledge about causal patterns and procedures for recognizing important patterns in
large-scale data streams. The bodies of interpretational knowledge constructed using
these tools will then be usable to help human analysts understand ongoing events, first
by filtering out irrelevancies in a more knowledgeable way than is currently possible with
simple word-statistics methods, second by automatically highlighting patterns that are
occuring in the data stream, and third by providing a backup to catch some human
oversights.

We do not propose to develop systems for representing arbitrary knowledge, but ex-
pect to exploit existing and ongoing representational systems and libraries of formalized
knowledge. Working with these as a base, we will construct systems that provide ac-
cess to ontologies and libraries of formalized knowledge, but access in a form tailored
to the monitoring, analysis, and interpretation (MAI) tasks. We will develop libraries
of methods for describing causal and temporal structures useful in interpreting events,
and systems and interfaces that provide convenient means for analysts to augment the
knowledge of the monitoring system, and to change the behavior of the system in cer-
tain ways, especially through automating the construction of active sentinels to monitor
specific conditions.

C.1 A look at the future

Colonel S., a staff intelligence officer during a major conflict, has his
hands full analyzing the movements and intentions of the front-line forces.
He remains concerned, however, about the possible upgrading of air defences
around a key plateau and command post well to the rear of the fighting. He
knows the enemy forces lack the new equipment, but believes groups in a neigh-
boring “neutral” country may try to obtain the equipment and provide it to
the enemy. Using his mouse to indicate the command post and relevant bor-
der regions with the neighboring country, he constructs a monitor which will
automatically obtain and scan satellite photos to detect apparent meetings of
vehicles from the neighbor with enemy forces in the border region and sub-
sequent movement of those enemy forces in the direction of the command
post. He indicates any possible activities along these lines be reported to him
immediately for early targeting.

Jack R., an intelligence analyst focussing on international terrorism, reads
a scientfic report about using odor-free time-release buckyballs (TRBs) to en-
capsulate molecules. After ascertaining the types of equipment, materials,
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and expertise needed to manufacture TRBs, he goes to his monitor library
to examine his current methods monitoring terrorist attacks using chemicals.
Using these methods as a base, he describes new patterns of attack involv-
ing manufacture of time-release buckyballs containing the toxin sarin, and
sets up monitors that augment his current surveillance of Aum Shinrikyo
remnants in Japan and the Russian Far East for contacts with TRB experts,
travel to meetings reporting on TRBs, purchase of TRB production materials,
sarin-consistent deaths and hospital admissions, etc. He indicates what data
sources should stream through these various monitor elements and describes
the points at which possibilities turn into probabilities. Knowing the breadth
of possible activities fitting these criteria, he indicates that events matching
some of these conditions be summarized each week, while events matching all
be reported immediately.

Dr. K, an experienced knowledge-engineer, directs an effort at construct-
ing an intelligence-monitoring system for a CERT-headed Internet security
warning system aimed at early detection of new threats to the nation’s in-
formation infrastructure. Rather than starting from scratch, she goes to the
library of monitoring structures she recently developed for the CDC/DOD epi-
demiology tracking system, and has a basic system up and running in the space
of a week, with a fairly substantial system in place within a couple of months.

C.2 System Architecture

We propose to construct a system, MAITA (Monitoring, Analysis, and Interpretation
Tool Arsenal) built around several libraries of MAI information and a collection of editing,
query, and reference tools. Library/tool combinations already exist in various systems,
such as the ISI Ontosaurus and Stanford Ontolingua and Protege systems. Our system
architecture will seek to build on these, and we expect to implement our system as an
extension of one of these systems if this is compatible with the composition of the overall
HPKB effort. For concreteness, we will describe the system in terms of an extension of
ISI’s Ontosaurus, but other implementations should be possible.

The core of a monitoring system consists of a set of data sources, which vary from
application to application together with a set of monitors operating over these sources.

MAITA

Knowledge
Bases

Edit/Query
Tools

Templates
& Models

Monitor
Processes

Data
Sources

Alerts✲ ✲

Knowledge
Bases

✲ ✛ ✲

❄❅❅❘ ��✠

We augment this core with an environment consisting of editing, query, and information
tools plus libraries of signal transducers, methods for correlating signals and recognizing
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trends or patterns, models of monitoring control and interpretation processes, models of
protocols for alerting people or processes of results, methods for display and presentation
of results, and knowledge bases formalizing both general knowledge of the world and
specific domain knowledge. The following describes each of these elements in turn.

Data Sources: The types of data sources of interest in MAI tasks varies with the task,
and most such tasks will involve only a subset of the possible types of data sources.
We anticipate providing for data sources including continuous signals, sampled contin-
uous signals, text or message streams, propositional information, graded propositional
information, i.e., with uncertainty (probability, evidence) or imprecision (fuzzy) mea-
sures, and databases, including relational or object databases, maps and geographical
databases, and databases of images and sounds. The architecture permits chaining of
monitoring processes, so that the results of one process can serve as a data source for
other processes.

Monitors: The main operational element of the architecture is a set of monitors oper-
ating over the data sources.

Monitor Process
Signal

Transducers
Trend

Templates
Control &

Interpretation
Alerting
Models

Inputs Alerts✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲

Each of these monitors takes a subset of the data sources as inputs, processes these inputs
with one or more signal transducers and correlators in accordance with a monitoring
model, and reports the results in accordance with an alerting and display model. The
set of monitors is dynamic, including, for example, sentinels posted by the execution
systems of automated campaign and logistics planners, and new indentifiers of indicators
and warnings constructed by human analysts in response to a dynamic environment.

Signal transducers: Signal transducers transform a signal into one or more new sig-
nals. The most familiar variety of signal transducers all concern continuous or time-series
signals. These include linear extrapolation and interpolation, trend line fitting, wavelet
decomposition, fourier transforms, summary statistics, outlier detection, threshold detec-
tion, and others. The range of useful signal transducers appears to be more limited for
propositional signals, including, for example, translation into new propositions, and mea-
sures of change statistics (e.g., when last changed, how frequently changing). Sometimes
propositions encode data that may be usefully viewed as a sampled signal; for example,
sequential reports on the location of a person or piece of equipment may usefully be ag-
gregated into a map-based data series and analyzed with corresponding techniques. The
most common signal transducers are provided in commercial products and libraries, and
we plan to acquire or imitate these existing transducers wherever possible.
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Signal correlators and trend templates: Signal correlators take several streams of
data as inputs and provide one or more new signals (or propositions) as output—one
can think of them as multi-signal transducers—and constitute one of the most important
elements of the MAI system. Normally it is coordinated changes in different aspects of
a situation that signal an event or trend of interest. A discrepancy between rates of use
and procurement of a resource can signal a problem needing attention. Determining a
new possible motivation for an agent may cast the activity reflected in other data streams
in a new light.

The building blocks of signal correlators include standard continuous-signal operations
such as differencing, modulating, and demodulating, but the most interesting building
blocks for knowledge-based applications are those correlating propositional and graded
information, such as rules, reasons and argument structures, bayesian probabilistic net-
works, causal networks, and temporal constraints. Existing monitoring systems show
how to combine some of these. Determining how to combine these types of correlations
will constitute one of the principal foci of this research.

We will use these signal-correlating building blocks to construct a library of abstract
and special signal correlators called trend templates, after the representation by that name
developed at MIT by Haimowitz and Kohane in the TrenDx system [18, 17, 28, 22, 14].
A trend template (TT) is an archetypal pattern of data variation in a related collection
of data. Each TT has a temporal component and a value component. The temporal
component includes landmark time points and intervals. Landmark points represent
significant events in the lifetime of the monitored process. They may be uncertain in
time, and so are represented with time ranges (min max) expressing the minimal and
maximal times between them. Intervals represent periods of the process that are signif-
icant interpretation. Intervals consist of begin and end points whose times are declared
either as: offsets of the form (min max) from a landmark point, or offsets of the form
(min max) from another interval’s begin or end point. The representation is supported
by a temporal utility package (TUP) that propagates temporal bound inferences among
related points and intervals [24, 23]. The value component characterizes constraints on
individual data values and propositions and on computed trends in time-ordered data,
and specifies constraints that must hold among different data streams.

In matching a trend template to data, two tasks are carried out simultaneously. First,
the bounds on time intervals mentioned in the TT are refined so that the data best fits the
TT. For example, a TT that looks for a linear rise in a numeric parameter followed by its
holding steady while another parameter decays exponentially must find the (approximate)
time boundary between these two conditions. Its best estimate will minimize deviations
from the constraints. Second, an overall measure of the quality of fit is computed from
the deviations. The most appropriate language of trends and constraints will vary from
domain to domain, and we expect to build a rich set of capabilities to populate the
ontology of trends. For the constraint language, we have so far explored mainly linear and
quadratic regression models for numeric data, absolute and relative numerical constraints
on functions of the data, and logical combinations of such descriptions and propositions.
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We plan to develop the ability to build other TTs using descriptions that characterize
any outputs of signal transducers and additional models of correlation among signals.
The template library will be expanded over the life of the effort, with research and
new applications leading to new additions. Moreover, augmenting the library with new
templates will form one of the key operations in practical use of the system, allowing
analysts to codify new indicators and warnings as they are identified.

The measures of quality that tells how well various TTs fit the monitored data be-
come either time-varying signal or propositional outputs of the signal correlators and
trend detectors, and provide the appropriately processed inputs for making monitoring
decisions.

Monitoring control and interpretation models: Models of monitoring control and
interpretation processes describe procedures for conducting monitoring activities. These
range procedures may vary across several dimensions, including level of abstraction, types
of information used, degree of passivity.

The most abstract control and interpretation procedures serve as a base for more
specific ones, but will be rarely used directly. The real strength of the library of moni-
toring models will be in identifying specific combinations of representations, procedures,
and domain characteristics that offer significant power compared to the more abstract
procedures.

Variations in the types of information used provide much of the richness of the library
of monitoring models. The TrenDx [18, 17, 28, 22, 14] trend monitoring system devel-
oped at MIT uses a partial-match strategy operating over a trend templates consisting
primarily of temporal constraints. More refined monitoring models would amend this
procedure to take probabilistic or default information into account, or to embed back-
ground knowledge of the domain in the matching strategy (e.g., always try matching
location first before bothering with other information).

Degree of passivity forms another important dimension of variation. At one extreme,
simple lists of indicators and warnings may just monitor a set of propositional inputs
to detect the presence or absence of a set of specific conditions, and the output of the
procedure is to simply report the set of present conditions, or perhaps just the number of
conditions present at a given time. At the other extreme, active monitors may start with
such a list of indicating conditions and continuously actively seek out new information to
determine the presence or absence of these conditions, as opposed to simply waiting for
notifications of presence to enter as inputs. Intermediate monitoring procedures might
simply filter inputs passively until some threshold is reached, and then switch to an active
mode to confirm or deny remaining conditions.

Degree of passivity is closely tied to notions of the utility of information. Once an
active search is underway, the best strategy is to seek first the information most useful
to answering the question in the time allowed, but utility considerations also arise in
formulating the thresholds at which monitors “go active”. For example, with only a few
pieces of information, learning an additional item on an indicators list may not change
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the quality of the match significantly. But at some point, learning an additional item
makes each of the remaining items very significant, and “going active” at that point may
well be the appropriate path. Because of this, the library of monitoring models represents
in part models of the utility of information. This information is also used in the library
of alerting models.

Another dimension of variation is whether the monitoring represents the activity of
a single agent or is distributed across multiple agents. For many target applications,
such as battlefield situation awareness and intelligence analysis, the distributed moni-
toring model arises naturally. The monitoring procedure library will therefore include
procedures that distribute the effort in various ways, including fixed distributional ar-
rangements, hierarchical tasking (as is done in military planning at different echelons),
and economic models in which analyst processes distribute tasks through a market in in-
telligence information. We will draw here on both our ongoing research on market-guided
planning and computation [8, 9], and on our web-mediated mechanisms for distributed
medical record retrieval and analysis.

Combination and cascading of monitoring procedures leads to additional library ele-
ments, since one may sometimes combine synergistic but separate monitoring procedures
into more effective ones. Some of these combinations on monitoring procedures mirror
combinations of trend templates, thus reflecting portions of the trend template library,
but the dataflow connections among monitoring procedures mean that the monitoring
procedure library must be treated on its own rather than as a derivative of the trend
template library.

Procedures for a small number of fairly abstract monitoring procedures have been
codified already in the CommonKADS library of problem solving methods [1], but most of
these concern fairly active procedures for diagnosing devices for which complete structural
and functional information is available. Expanding on this basis to cover the broader
tasks not addressed by the very restrictive CommonKADS assumptions will constitute
one of the important contributions of this research.

As part of the formalization of the library of monitoring models, we will develop an
ontology for monitoring processes, including concepts such as causal structures (chains
constitute only the simplest such structures), partial matches, evaluations of significance
and likelihood, and focus of attention. We will seek to build on the ongoing ARPI work on
planning ontologies in formalizing this ontology. In particular, plans represent a specific
type of causal and procedural structure, and plan monitoring (sentinel) tasks constitute
a very important class of monitoring applications.

Alerting models: Alerting models describe criteria for deciding what to do with con-
ditions detected by monitoring procedures; who to notify, when to notify them, and how
to notify them. Alerting models are essential since analysts have priorities among the
conditions of interest to them, and normally wish to hear about the most urgent and
important items right away, with the lesser items deferred for consideration later. Most
of the work of alerting models occurs in describing the utility of different results to dif-
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ferent agents at different times. These utilities often can be grouped into classes, and the
library of alerting models provides templates for specifying utility ascriptions specific to
particular alert consumers (human or machine).

We will build the library of alerting models on both extant procedures for making
alerting decisions and on methods for convenient specification of utility information. The
medical informatics literature contains an unsystematic variety of alerting procedures,
but few tied to explicit notions of utility (see, for example, [21, 20, 34, 36, 37]). One
element of this research will be to use explicit utility models to develop a systematic
collection of alerting procedures that includes the ones already reported in the literature.
We will also build on our past work [48, 11, 49, 13] on qualitative representation of utility
information, which has developed logical languages that can express generic preferences
(“prefer air campaign plans that maintain a center of gravity over those that distribute
forces more widely”), and that relate this notion of preference to the notion of problem-
solving or planning goals (interpreting goals as conditions preferred to their opposites,
other things being equal). We will develop utility models that combine both qualitative
preference information with approximate numerical models of common utility structures
(e.g., utility models that increase up to some time and then drop off to model deadline
goals, as in [15]), along with automatic procedures for combining such information into
qualitative decision procedures and numerical multiattribute utility functions suitable for
quick evaluation of alternatives.

We expect utility models account for most of the variation in alerting models, though
some variation can arise through the the sets of possible recipients and media used to
communicate alerts. Selecting and tailoring utility models will be a key facility in making
the monitoring system responsive to individual analysts, since the desired behavior will
depend strongly on the utility of the particular conditions being monitored and on the
context of other conditions and tasks faced by the analyst.

Display and presentation models: Human analysts require the results of analyses
to presented in intelligible forms, such as graphs, charts, etc. The library of display
and presentation models describes standard forms of useful forms. As with the signal
transducer library, the main forms of display and presentation methods are available
in commercial and standard products. We will make use of these existing resources to
provide this necessary capability, but do not view this as a research element of this effort
(though it may well be a research area of continuing interest to HCI researchers).

Monitor construction tools: To permit easy augmentation and refinement of the set
of monitors and bodies of monitoring knowledge and procedures, the system will provide
a set of editing tools for creating, copying, removing, filling out, and revising trend
templates, monitoring models, and alerting models, as well as a set of informational
tools for querying existing ontologies, knowledge bases, and reference materials.

Constructing trend templates involving propositional conditions requires a system for
representing these conditions. For practical use, this means having on tap one or more
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formalized knowledge bases and ontologies to provide the vocabulary and background
information needed to express the monitoring conditions. Development of the content of
such knowledge bases will not be a focus of this research, except as needed to provide
test cases and to handle the challenge problems. The need to interoperate with knowl-
edge bases does, however, provide strong motivation for embedding the monitor-editing
operations in an existing knowledge-base editing system, as this will avoid needless dupli-
cation of effort. We will seek to exploit existing tools for editing knowledge bases as much
as possible, for example, extending the Ontosaurus web-based knowledge base editor to
revising trend templates etc. The focus of our effort on editing capabilities will be on
providing new operations and operations tailored to the specific representations of trend
templates and monitoring and alerting models, in order to maximize the convenience and
simplicity of augmenting these bodies of knowledge to the analyst.

Simply editing the libraries to contain new trend templates and monitoring and alert-
ing models does not suffice to put new monitors into operation. Construction of monitors
proper will be done using the same sort of editing tools to specify input data sources,
signal transducers, recognition templates, and monitoring, alerting, and presentation
models. With these elements specified, the system will “compile” the combination into
an active process operating over the data sources and add this process to the set of active
monitors. Part of our research will address this compilation process. Additional research
opportunities are possible to optimize the operation of the set of active monitors (e.g.,
restructuring monitors with overlapping interests to avoid redundant analyses), but we
will pursue these only if time permits.

C.3 Testing and Evaluation

The principal aim for the MAI toolkit is to facilitate rapid construction and augmenta-
tion of monitoring systems and subsystems across a wide range of monitoring tasks. To
evaluate our progress, we will test the system throughout its development on at least
three classes of applications. One class of tests will be the annual challenge problems
developed by the HPKB effort. Though the exact nature of these challenge problems are
to be determined, we know of numerous MAI tasks involving plan sentinels, battlefield
awareness, and intelligence analysis directed toward crisis recognition. Other classes of
tests will be conducted on a suite of sample problems already available in-house that
were developed with older technology. These include the TrenDx system for monitor-
ing pediatric growth problems, several systems for monitoring intensive-care unit (ICU)
alarms and stabilization systems, and general health monitoring in the Guardian Angel
project [44]. Recoding of the TrenDx library of trend templates and the ICU monitoring
systems would provide rapid tests of the convenience, expressiveness, and power of the
language and libraries developed in this research. The main form of evaluation will be
performance on the challenge problem test suites.
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D Comparison with other ongoing research

The bodies of ongoing work most relevant to the proposed research are work on editors
for ontologies and knowledge bases, process model libraries, and monitoring systems. We
discuss each of these in turn.

Editors for ontologies and knowledge bases clearly have much to offer our plans to
construct editors for trend templates and monitoring and alerting models, and we intend
to exploit and extend rather than reinvent such editors as much as possible. Three
of the main current efforts of interest are the Stanford Ontolingua system, the SRI
Graphical Knowledge Base Editor (GKB Editor), and the ISI Ontosaurus system. Each
of these systems offers basic facilities for browsing and editing knowledge bases, and
for translating knowledge among different representational forms. They mainly differ in
the expressiveness of the underlying representational system, their web-accessibility, and
their graphical editing capabilities. Ontolingua and Ontosaurus offer the expressiveness
of first-order logic, while GKB Editor handles a generic frame-based representation of
somewhat lesser expressivity. Ontolingua and Ontosaurus also operate via the web,
while GKB Editor operates from a workstation. Only GKB Editor, however, offers true
graphical editing capabilities, permitting the user to manipulate the structure of concepts
directly from pictoral presentations of the conceptual hierarchy and interrelationships.
These three systems have been evolving towards each other, and we are confident they
would provide a good basis for extension for use in the MAITA system, obviating the
need to implement yet another web-based editing system. These systems do not suffice
without extension, however, since the level of convenience we wish to provide human
analysts requires supplementing these generic knowledge-base editing tools with editing
operations (including drag-and-drop operations for constructing monitoring processes)
specialized to the key representational elements of MAI knowledge and processes.

The primary body of work on process models for MAI tasks consists of the problem
solving methods present in the CommonKADS library [1], which are also used in the
Stanford Protege project and the ISI Expect project. The CommonKADS library con-
tains a good range of abstract procedures for a number of generic tasks, but its coverage
of methods for MAI tasks is very limited.

The CommonKADS project puts forward methods for “assessment” and diagnosis as
the main methods for MAI tasks. While the methods included for these tasks are all
important, they simply do not cover many of the important classes of MAI tasks. The
CommonKADS notion of “assessment” consists of taking a “case” and “system descrip-
tion” as inputs and giving a “decision” as outputs. For example, a loan-fraud detection
task would involve taking a completed application for a loan and deciding whether the
application was legitimate or fraudulent. The CommonKADS library provides an array
of different methods for such tasks, but none of these fit general MAI tasks very well.
For example, to shoehorn intelligence analysis tasks into this framework requires inter-
preting the “case” as the current sum of knowledge, so there is no good sense in which
one gets different cases, only the same case at different times. The KADS abstractions
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cover this, but the level of abstraction is much too high, and the CommonKADS library
does not include specializations appropriate to the analysis task. Worse still, the “system
description” is taken to be static, where in the analysis setting, what is considered to be
abnormal or dangerous changes over time and with the new information coming in. That
is, the case is the same as the system, and both change together. In addition, there is
little or no structure to what is considered a case.

The CommonKADS library also includes more detailed procedures for diagnosis and
prediction, but the procedures concern model-based diagnosis and other settings in which
the monitor possesses complete or nearly complete information about the structure and
intended behavior of the system being monitored. These assumptions are highly inap-
propriate for the more open-ended range of MAI tasks.

Essentially all of the important structure of MAI tasks lies outside of the extant Com-
monKADS assessment library, hence the attention of the proposed research to identifying
and formalizing the needed extensions to this library.

Specific monitoring systems, as opposed to codifications of libraries of knowledge for
constructing monitoring systems, are well represented in the literature and in commer-
cial products. The most relevant work, other than our own, on monitoring knowledge
and methods appears in the literature on trend detection and “temporal abstraction”,
especially in the work of Shahar [43] and Das [2] at Stanford. These efforts focus on
representing temporal relationships and on methods for identifing patterns of temporal
relationships as instances of more abstract events. This work provides a good founda-
tion for MAI activities, but intelligent monitoring and analysis involve more than just
temporal information. Structuring relevant sorts of non-temporal information, especially
information about logical implication, statistical correlations, and causation, is crucial,
but lacking in most abstraction-based treatments. Statistical trend detection, on the
other hand, does not adequately exploit the constraints and structuring information that
templates provide. We plan to design representations for monitoring conditions that
integrate the best representations devised for each of these separate types of knowledge.

The Guardian project [21, 20] at Stanford has developed a highly dynamic program-
ming environment for the construction of very flexible monitoring systems. It puts very
strong emphasis on giving the system the ability to reason, during the monitoring process,
about the most appropriate data collection, interpretation and integration strategies. It
places correspondingly less emphasis on the ease of constructing relatively simpler mon-
itoring strategies beforehand, and has not developed detailed libraries of monitoring
modules to support easy assembly. In our proposed work, we intend the background
knowledge about monitoring and about the domain and monitoring task to be used more
at the time a monitoring process is assembled and configured, not dynamically during its
execution. We believe that this approach will lead to more efficient monitoring systems
and greater ease of their development and configuration.

Commercial technology for monitoring and control offers good models of some of
the capabilities we seek, but does not offer the flexibility, modularity, or construction
tools of interest here. The G2 system offered by Gensym Corporation provides a very
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good example. This system provides a good base of the “object-level” monitoring ca-
pabilities, namely the ability to accept inputs from several types of sources, a library of
single-signal filters (linear extrapolation, fourier transforms, etc.), and a knowledge-based
reasoning component for constructing multisignal analysis systems. While the library of
single-signal filters and the primitives of the multisignal analysis language provide good
starting points, they fail to cover some important types of knowledge (probabilities,
causality). More importantly, G2 provides only a programming language, and not a
structured library of procedures at various levels of specificity. Finally, G2 is structured
as a heavyweight, stand-alone application, and does not provide the environment needed
to support distributed efforts by multiple collaborating analysts. In G2, adding a new
process to monitor some additional threat requires programming the new recognition
procedure (without library support) and then recompiling and reinstalling the resulting
overall monitoring process. For distributed, collaborative MAI efforts, what is needed
instead is the ability to toss a new monitoring element into an ongoing process.
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E Proposer’s previous accomplishments

Our research group has a long history of work in diagnostic and monitoring reason-
ing in the medical domain, and has made many contributions to complex probabilistic
and heuristic reasoning, model-based reasoning, reasoning at multiple levels of abstrac-
tion, explanation generation, learning from experience, dealing with time-dependencies
systematically, and modeling and using preferences in decision-making. We have also
contributed to medical knowledge representation, knowledge representation in general,
truth-maintenance, qualitative reasoning, and modeling repetitive decision-making.

Our first diagnostic program that attempted to model reasoning processes related to
the problems faced in MAI tasks was the “Present Illness Program” (PIP), reported in
American J. Med. in 1976 [35]. The present illness problem requires dealing with a stream
of often unrelated conditions or reports and trying to determine if there is a problem,
and if so, what the problem is. The PIP adopted a hypothetico-deductive framework
for diagnostic reasoning, using strong cues from the patient presentation to trigger hy-
potheses, both logical criteria and a pseudo-probabilistic scoring scheme to confirm or
eliminate hypotheses, and explicit differential links to revise hypotheses when discrepant
information arose. Later versions introduced a simple model of time, categorizing both
patient data and a hypothesis-oriented time line along the dimension: past, recent-past,
now, near-future, future. Our interest in temporal reasoning has continued through the
doctoral work of Kohane [24, 23], exploring temporal constraints in diagnostic reason-
ing and Temporal Utility Package (TUP); Russ [38, 39, 40, 41], who designed a control
structure that supports reasoning about unreliable streams of time-oriented data and
applied it to diabetic ketoacidosis; and Haimowitz [18, 17], who studied trend detection
in pediatric growth data and in ICU monitoring in the TrenDx system [28, 22, 14].

We have substantial experience in implementing monitoring and analysis environ-
ments. In 1991, Dr. Kohane completed the implementation of an on-line medical chart
(the Clinician’s Workstation–CWS) [30, 25, 29, 26] for the Division of Endocrinology at
Children’s Hospital. This system has now been in full operation for 5 years and pro-
vides on-line access to clinic notes, clinic measurements, demographics, pharmacy data,
laboratory results, problem lists and reports from ancillary departmental systems (e.g.,
radiology) to several clinical divisions at Children’s Hospital. Dr. Kohane also designed
and led the implementation of a data integration and display system for the Multidis-
ciplinary Intensive Care Unit, and more recently has led development of the W3-ICU
web-based ICU monitoring system.

We have a long-term participation in knowledge representation efforts. Hawkinson
and Szolovits worked in the mid-1970’s on the OWL [45] and BrandX [46] representation
schemes that provided great flexibility and opportunities to exploit linguistic analogies
but suffered from a lack of semantic rigor. When current more restrictive KR systems
were built in the 1980’s, we tried to use KL/ONE to represent medical knowledge and
found that too much expressive ability had been sacrificed for semantic cleanliness and
computational efficiency [16, 19]. Doyle and Patil produced a major and influential
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critique of this trend for the KR community [10].
Doyle’s continuing work on truth maintenance and nonmonotonic reasoning [3, 33,

12, 5, 7, 6, 9] has been complemented in recent years by studies with Michael Wellman
(now on the faculty at University of Michigan) of qualitative representations of preference
information [48, 11, 49, 13], by studies of the use of economic mechanisms in controlling
distributed reasoning and activities [4, 8, 9], and by work on constructing ontologies
for plans and the process of planning. The ontology research has been conducted in
conjunction with the ARPI Planning Ontology Construction Group.

We are engaged in a number of projects that exploit the revolutionary capabilities
of the World Wide Web (W3) in innovative ways. Our W3-EMRS project [31, 27] re-
engineers electronic medical record systems to use the distributed, multi-platform ca-
pabilities of the W3 to build more effective, more flexible, more secure and cheaper to
implement record systems. In addition, this project is building virtual records that inte-
grate health information from multiple institutions to reconstruct a patient’s longitudinal
health history from fragments stored at different hospitals, health centers, doctors’ of-
fices, etc. A related project [47] uses similar mechanisms to distribute real-time data via
W3, to allow remote monitoring of patients in intensive care from any authorized remote
site. Our Guardian Angel project [44] is developing personal health information systems
that help patients at home manage significant aspects of their own health care, main-
tain records on their condition, treatments and responses, communicate with health care
providers, and access educational resources that help them understand their conditions,
all via the W3.

Long’s Heart Disease program (HD) [Long92, Long92a, Long94], addresses the com-
plex treatment of patients with heart failure, providing both a diagnostic and therapy
planning component. Diagnosis is based on an approximate probabilistic method that
works over a network of clinically-significant causal concepts, and therapy prediction is
based on predicting the influence of possible interventions in a complex feedback system
by using signal-flow analysis techniques. HF has proven to be quite effective at diagnosis
in certain subdomains, and remains under active development to augment its diagnostic
acumen and to further develop and test its therapeutic side. Current work includes the
creation of W3-based interfaces that allow cases to be entered anywhere in the world and
analytical results returned to the widespread community of users.

Former and current students have developed modeling and analysis methods for time-
oriented data that are directly relevant to the proposed project. Dr. Tze-Yun Leong, now
a professor at Singapore’s National University, developed methods of modeling recurring
decisions using semi-Markov decision processes [32]. Milos Hauskrecht is currently com-
pleting a doctoral thesis on the efficient analysis of partially-observable Markov decision
processes. Yao Sun, MD, is pursuing his PhD studies and has implemented closed-loop
controllers for ventillating infants based on fuzzy control algorithms. Alex Yeh [50] (now
at MITRE Corp.) and Elisha Sacks [42] (now a professor at Purdue Univesity) have both
developed methods for the analysis of dynamic systems, especially those with repetitive
behavior.
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